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G'day, This guide is for those players new to the world of World of Warcraft in particular those new to Lotro and those players
looking to get up to speed quickly (all the players who've just bought Lotro the day it was released). I'll try to be as concise as

possible, and keep the language at a level suitable for novices - so, no 'hacking' of any type. I've tried to link to useful resources
where I know they exist - so you'll find lots of links in here. I'll probably make mistakes with names, so be warned. Now, if

you're reading this in a few weeks' time when they have released the movie and I have done my guide, then I'll be updating it, so
will check back. How to play LotRO and new players guide How to play LotRO and new players guide: LotRO has been billed

as a seamless game: so in theory, you just turn on, log on, make your character and begin exploring. That's true for the most part
but not entirely. Have a look at the following handy guides to make the most out of your game playing experience. NEW

PLAYERS GUIDE How to play LotRO to be successful How to play LotRO is simple enough: essentially, you just turn your
game on and log into a character and see what happens. But as we've said, this isn't quite true. WoW and LotRO have their own
communities and both have a reputation for being hard to break into. A healthy percentage of players take forever to make their
first character - and then spend all their time in the beta testing. World of Warcraft the new players guide. LotRO New Players

Guide How to play LotRO to get the most out of your character How to play LotRO is fairly straightforward. You just start
playing as a character and then have fun. World of Warcraft the new players guide. HOW TO MAKE YOUR FIRST BEARD

WoW and LotRO have their own communities and both have a reputation for being hard to break into. A healthy percentage of
players take forever to make their first character - and then spend all their time in the beta testing. World of Warcraft new

players guide. World of Warcraft and LotRO the new players guide How to play LotRO and get the most out of your character
How to play LotRO is fairly straightforward. You just turn your game on and log into a character and then 3e33713323
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